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ABSTRACT 
A bow - spring centralizer ( 6 ) includes bow Springs ( 5 ) , 
moving collars ( 11 ) secured to each end of each bow spring , 
and interlocked stop collars ( 10 ) . Extendable collars ( 8 ) may 
each be formed of a moving collar ( 11 ) movably interlocked 
with a stop collar ( 10 ) . The centralizer ( 6 ) may optionally be 
formed from a tube cut using a laser to create two extendable 
collars coupled by bow springs . Each extendable collar may 
include heads integrally formed on extensions protruding 
from a collar ( stop collar or moving collar ) . The heads may 
be generally rectangular , arrow , or teardrop - shaped head or 
some other shape . Each head may be slidably captured 
within a chamber on the interlocked collar ( moving collar or 
stop collar ) . The extensions of each interlocked tubular 
member define the outer walls of the chamber in which a 
head of the interlocked tubular member is slidably captured . 
The stop collars may include or cooperate with one or more 
fingers extending along a casing to be secured by a sleeve 
that forms an interference fit about the casing . 
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APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF 
SECURING A CENTRALIZER TO A 

TUBULAR 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation - in - part of U . S . 
Non - Provisional application Ser . no . 11 / 749 , 544 filed on 
May 16 , 2007 . This application also depends from and 
claims priority to U . S . Provisional Application No . 61 / 287 , 
665 filed on Dec . 17 , 2009 ; U . S . Provisional Application No . 
61 / 237 , 202 filed on Aug . 26 , 2009 ; U . S . Provisional Appli 
cation No . 61 / 221 , 716 filed on Jun . 30 , 2009 ; and U . S . 
Provisional Application no . 61 / 167 , 482 filed on Apr . 7 , 
2009 . 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Field of the Invention 

[ 0002 ] This invention is directed to casing centralizers 
having flexible bow springs for use in borehole completion 
operations , and particularly to centralizers that may be 
radially collapsed to pass through a small annular space , and 
that can deploy to generally center a casing within a bore 
hole . 

pass a borehole obstruction , and to thereby maintain the 
desired stand - off between the casing string and the interior 
wall of the borehole . 
[ 0005 ] Some centralizers include collars that move along 
the length of the casing in response to flexure of the bow 
springs . For example , U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 679 , 325 discloses , in 
part , a low - clearance centralizer having an extendable collar 
at each end , each extendable collar comprising a moving 
collar and a stop collar that cooperate to form an extendable 
collar . The extendable collar at each end of the centralizer of 
the ' 325 Patent includes a longitudinal bore within the 
aligned extendable collars for receiving the casing to which 
the stop collars are secured to position the centralizer on the 
casing . Each moving collar has a collet with a radially 
outwardly flanged portion for being movably received 
within an interior circumferential groove or bore within the 
mating stop collar . A plurality of flexible bow springs are 
secured at each end to a moving collar , and the two moving 
collars are maintained in a variable spaced - apart relationship 
by the bow springs and the stop collars . 
[ 0006 ] A shortcoming of the centralizer of the ' 325 Patent 
is that the stop collar and the moving collar require axially 
overlapping structures in order to slidably interface one with 
the other . This overlapping structure adds to the radial 
thickness of a centralizer of comparable strength , thereby 
increasing the minimum collapsed diameter of the casing 
centralizer and limiting the borehole restrictions through 
which the centralizer and a casing can pass . 
[ 0007 ] The radial thickness added to the exterior of a 
casing string by an installed centralizer is but one factor to 
be considered in selecting a centralizer for a given applica 
tion . The cost of manufacturing the centralizer is also an 
important consideration . Many movable collars require the 
manufacture of complicated mechanisms as compared with 
simple stationary collars . Even less complicated designs 
include moving collars that are assembled using multiple 
components , each of which must be separately manufac 
tured and subsequently assembled into a moving collar . 
While the end result is useful , the costs of manufacturing 
multiple components , and the costs associated with assem 
bling the components into a centralizer , make these devices 
relatively expensive . Thus , there is an ongoing need for 
centralizers having extendable collars that are radially thin 
ner , but less expensive to manufacture and assemble . 

Description of the Related Art 
0003 ] Centralizers are commonly secured at spaced inter 
vals along a casing or tubing string to provide radial stand 
off of the casing or tubing from the interior wall of a 
borehole in which the string is subsequently installed . The 
centralizers generally comprise generally aligned collars 
defining a bore there through for receiving the casing , and a 
plurality of angularly - spaced ribs that project radially out 
wardly from the casing string to provide the desired stand 
off from the interior wall of the borehole . Centralizers 
ideally center the casing within the borehole to provide a 
generally uniform annulus between the casing string exterior 
and the interior wall of the borehole . This centering of the 
casing string within the borehole promotes uniform and 
continuous distribution of cement slurry around the casing 
string during the subsequent step of cementing the casing 
string within an interval of the borehole . Uniform cement 
slurry distribution results in a cement liner that reinforces 
the casing string , isolates the casing from corrosive forma 
tion fluids , and prevents unwanted fluid flow between pen 
etrated geologic formations . 
[ 0004 ] A bow - spring centralizer is a common type of 
centralizer that employs flexible bow - springs as the ribs . 
Bow - spring centralizers typically include a pair of axially 
spaced and generally aligned collars that are coupled one to 
the other by a plurality of bow - springs . The flexible bow - 
springs are predisposed to deploy and bow radially out 
wardly away from the axis of the centralizer to engage the 
interior wall of the borehole and to center a casing received 
axially through the generally aligned bores of the collars . 
Configured in this manner , the bow - springs provide stand 
off from the interior wall of the borehole , and may flex or 
collapse radially inwardly as the centralizer encounters 
borehole obstructions or interior wall of the borehole pro 
trusions into the borehole as the casing string is installed into 
the borehole . Elasticity allows the bow - springs to spring 
back to substantially their original shape after collapsing to 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 
[ 0008 ] The present invention provides a low - clearance 
and efficiently manufactured centralizer for use in centering 
a casing within an earthen borehole . The low - clearance 
centralizer comprises a stop collar having a bore , the stop 
collar securable to the exterior of a casing in a spaced - apart 
relationship to an opposing stop collar having a generally 
aligned bore , the opposing stop collar also securable to the 
exterior of the casing . Each stop collar is movably inter 
locked with and cooperates with a moving collar that is 
formed along with the stop collar from a single tube . Each 
moving collar is secured to its stop collar using a circum 
ferentially interlocking structure to form an extendable 
collar . The moving collar is secured to the ends of a plurality 
of bow - springs . In an optional embodiment , the plurality of 
bow springs may be formed from the same single tube from 
which one or more extendable collars are formed . 
[ 0009 ] . The bow springs of the centralizer of the present 
invention are modified _ after being cut from the tube — to 
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bow radially outwardly and thereby deploy against an inte 
rior wall of the borehole to provide stand - off between the 
casing and the interior wall of the borehole . The bow springs 
are sufficiently flexible to elastically collapse from the 
deployed condition to a collapsed condition to lie generally 
along the length of the exterior wall of the casing received 
within the centralizer . A portion of the arc length of the bow 
springs in their deployed ( or bowed ) condition is receivable 
within the retracted length of one of the extendable collars . 
The centralizer of the present invention is adapted for being 
pulled through a tight restriction in the borehole by the 
leading extendable collar . The extendable collars may be 
designated as a leading collar and a trailing collar , depending 
on the direction of movement of the casing string and the 
centralizer affixed thereon . As the deployed bow Springs 
encounter a borehole restriction , the leading extendable 
collar is extended to its greatest length upon being intro 
duced into the borehole restriction ; that is , the leading 
moving collar , and the bow springs secured at a leading end 
to the leading moving collar , slide _ according to the col 
lapsing force imparted to the bow springs by the borehole 
restriction — to an extreme configuration for separation of 
the leading stop collar from the leading moving collar to 
fully extend the leading extendable collar . As the bow 
springs continue to collapse to lie generally flat along the 
exterior surface of the portion of the casing between the 
leading and trailing extendable collars , a portion of the arc 
length from previously bowed and deployed bow springs is 
generally straightened and received within the stroke of the 
trailing extendable collar as it retracts to a shorter length . 
Upon passage of the bow springs of the centralizer through 
the borehole restriction , the resiliency of the bow springs 
restore the bow springs to their radially outwardly deployed 
condition and both the leading and the trailing extendable 
collars are restored to their extended condition , unless the 
centralizer continues to be shaped by some outside force 
such as frictional contact between the deployed bow Springs 
and the interior wall of the borehole . 
[ 0010 ] The low - clearance centralizer of the present inven 
tion achieves its low - clearance design as a result of the 
inventive method of making the centralizer from a tube . 
Preferably , a laser is used to cut a tube into three interlocking 
pieces comprising two stop collars at the ends , and a center 
assembly , comprising two moving collars with a plurality of 
bow springs , intermediate the two moving collars . Alter 
nately , a high pressure water nozzle may be used to create a 
water jet to cut the tube wall . The centralizer formed in this 
manner from a single tube in accordance with the present 
invention comprises two extendable collars , each extendable 
collar comprising one of the stop collars movably inter 
locked with the adjacent moving collar of the center assem 
bly . The movement between a stop collar and the adjacent 
moving collar is provided by cutting the tube into an 
interlocking pattern and by strategically cutting and remov 
ing coupons from the interlocked wall of the tube to facili 
tate axial movement , but not rotation , between the stop 
collar and the adjacent moving collar . The cutting and 
removal method of the present invention results in protru 
sions extending from one of either the moving collar or the 
stop collar , or both , being slidably captured within a cham 
ber cut into the other . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 1 is a perspective view of a tube or pipe 
illustrating the cuts for making an extendable collar for use 
in making one embodiment of the centralizer of the present 
invention . 

[ 0012 ] FIG . 2 is a perspective view of one end of a 
centralizer including the extendable collar of FIG . 1 secured 
to a plurality of bow springs . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 3 is a perspective view of the one end of the 
centralizer of FIG . 2 , where the centralizer is received on a 
casing section in preparation for securing a stop collar of the 
extendable collar to the casing . 
10014 ] FIG . 4 is a perspective view of the one end of the 
centralizer of FIG . 3 with the stop collar secured to the 
casing using a sleeve , a moving collar of the extendable 
collar in an extended position , and the plurality of bow 
springs radially outwardly deployed 
[ 0015 ) FIG . 5 is a cross - sectional side elevation view of 
the one end of the centralizer of FIG . 3 taken along section 
line 5 - 5 , where the centralizer is received on a casing section 
in preparation for securing a stop collar of the extendable 
collar to the casing . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 6 is a cross - section side elevation view of the 
one end of the centralizer of FIG . 4 taken along section line 
6 , with the stop collar secured to the casing using a sleeve , 
a moving collar of the extendable collar in an extended 
position , and the plurality of bow springs radially outwardly 
deployed . 
[ 0017 ] . FIG . 7 is a side elevation view of the centralizer 
secured to the casing at both ends in accordance with FIGS . 
4 and 6 with the bow springs of the centralizer in a radially 
outwardly deployed position for centering the centralizer 
within a bore hole . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 8 is a side elevation view of the centralizer 
secured to the casing at both ends in accordance with FIGS . 
4 and 6 , but with the bow springs of the centralizer collapsed 
to lie along a portion of the exterior of the casing and one of 
the extendable collars retracted to receive a portion of the arc 
length surrendered by the bow springs upon collapse . 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 9 is a cross - sectional side view of an alternate 
embodiment of a extendable collar having a stop collar base 
for receiving and positioning a plurality of separate fingers 
along the surface of the casing . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 10 is a cross - sectional side view of the extend 
able collar of FIG . 9 with the plurality of separate fingers 
received by the stop collar base and positioned along the 
surface of the casing . 
10021 ] FIG . 11 is a cross - sectional side view of the extend 
able collar of FIG . 10 having a sleeve secured about the 
outer surface of the separate fingers to form an interference 
fit about the casing that limits the stop collar base from 
sliding beyond the fingers and sleeve . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

[ 0022 ] The present invention provides a centralizer and a 
method of securing a centralizer to a casing . The centralizer 
of the present invention comprises a plurality of bow springs 
secured between first and second collars , wherein at least 
one of the collars is an extendable collar . Each extendable 
collar is cut from a tube , using a laser or some other device 
for precision cutting the wall of a tube , to form a stop collar 
and moving collar . The stop collar includes one or more 
fingers that extend along the surface of the casing to which 
the centralizer is received , as well as a sleeve received over 
the one or more fingers to form an interference fit with the 
casing . 
[ 0023 ] One or more aspect of the centralizer , or the 
method of securing a centralizer to a casing , may be 
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described in one of the following related applications . 
Accordingly , this application incorporates by reference the 
description provided in U . S . Non - Provisional application 
Ser . No . 11 / 749 , 544 filed on May 16 , 2007 ; U . S . Provisional 
Application No . 61 / 287 , 665 filed on Dec . 17 , 2009 ; U . S . 
Provisional Application No . 61 / 237 , 202 filed on Aug . 26 , 
2009 ; U . S . Provisional Application No . 61 / 221 , 716 filed on 
Jun . 30 , 2009 ; and U . S . Provisional Application No . 61 / 167 , 
482 filed on Apr . 7 , 2009 . 
[ 0024 ] In one embodiment of the method of the present 
invention , a tube is cut , preferably using a laser , along a 
pre - programmed pattern to remove generally elongate mate 
rial coupons to form an open - ended and generally tubular 
cage having a plurality of generally parallel ribs . The ribs are 
preferably equi - angularly distributed about the axis of the 
tube . At each end of the cage , and after the ribs of the cage 
are formed into bow springs , the remaining portions of the 
tube are cut to form a pair of opposed extendable collars , 
each comprising a stop collar and a moving collar . The stop 
collar and moving collar of each extendable collar are 
permanently interlocked one with the other unless one or 
both are deformed from their generally tubular shape to be 
separated . 
[ 0025 ] . The stop collar and the moving collar are formed , 
one adjacent to each end of the cage , by cutting the tube wall 
in a circumferentially interlocked configuration , and by 
strategic removal of material coupons from the wall of the 
tube . The stop collar and the moving collar formed thereby 
are generally rotatably locked , but axially movable , one 
relative to the other . The range of axial movement between 
the stop collar and the moving collar is determined by the 
axial length of the removed material coupons and the 
configuration of the portions of the pattern that extend along 
the axis of the tube . 
[ 0026 ] In alternative embodiments , each extendable collar 
is separately cut from a tube without being integrally con 
nected by a plurality of ribs or bow springs . Rather a 
centralizer may be assembled by securing the ends of a 
plurality of bow springs between two collars , where at least 
one of the two collars is an extendable collar cut from a tube . 
[ 0027 ] The interlocked configuration cut into the tubular 
wall in forming each extendable collar may vary in geo 
metrical shape . Generally , the interlocked configuration 
comprises two interlocked tubular members , namely a stop 
collar and a moving collar . Each interlocked tubular member 
of the extendable collar includes a plurality of circumfer 
entially distributed heads , each head integrally formed on 
the end of an extension that extends axially from the 
member . Each head is captured within a circumferential 
chamber that is preferably formed intermediate adjacent 
extensions from the opposite interlocked member . The axial 
extensions from the stop collar , which are shaped from the 
wall of the tube , are integrally formed with heads that are 
slidably captured within chambers that are cut into the wall 
of the tube from which the moving collar is formed . Also , 
the axial extensions from the moving collar , which are 
shaped from the wall of the tube , are integrally formed with 
heads that are slidably captured within chambers that are cut 
into the wall of the tube from which the stop collar is 
formed . The heads connected to the extensions may have a 
variety of shapes , such as generally rectangular , arrow 
shaped or bulbous or teardrop - shaped , but all are generally 
curved with the radius of the wall of the tube from which the 
extendable collars / extension / heads are cut . 

[ 0028 ] Each head is integrally formed with a generally 
central axially - oriented extension intermediate the head and 
the body of the tubular member ( i . e . , the stop collar or the 
moving collar ) . Each head is axially movably captured 
within one of a plurality of chambers formed within the 
tubular member . Consecutive , angularly distributed exten 
sions of the first tubular member define the side walls of a 
chamber in which a head of the opposing second tubular 
member is movably captured ( the " captured head ” ) , and 
vice - versa . The body of the first tubular member may 
provide an end wall of a chamber within the first tubular 
member for limiting movement of the captured head extend 
ing from the second tubular member in the axial direction . 
Each extension from a tubular member is slidably received 
within the space between adjacent heads of the other tubular 
member . The heads integrally formed on consecutive exten 
sions of the first tubular member limit axial movement of the 
captured head extending from the second tubular member . 
The first and second tubular members are , thereby , rotatably 
locked one relative to the other , and axially movable one 
relative to the other between a retracted configuration cor 
responding to the shorter configuration of the extendable 
collar and an extended configuration corresponding to the 
longer configuration of the extendable collar . 
[ 0029 ] In the extended configuration , each captured head 
of one tubular member abuts the heads on the interlocked 
tubular member that , in part , define a portion of the chamber . 
In the retracted configuration , the captured heads may , but 
do not necessarily , abut the end walls of the respective 
chamber ( see discussion of allowance for debris accumula 
tion below ) . Thus , the first and second tubular members are 
" slidably interlocked " within a defined range of axial move 
ment between the extended and retracted configurations . 

[ 0030 ] In one embodiment , a stop collar comprises a base 
having a bore receivable onto a tubular , one or more fingers 
extending from the base in a first direction along the exterior 
of the tubular , and a sleeve with a bore receivable onto the 
tubular and onto the fingers extending from the base in an 
interference - fit . The base and the sleeve may be coupled , one 
to the other , and both to the tubular , by receiving the sleeve 
over at least a portion of the fingers to form an interference 
fit stop collar . The resulting large grip area secures the stop 
collar firmly to the tubular . In one embodiment , the sleeve 
may be disposed toward the leading end of the tubular ( e . g . , 
the first end to enter the bore ) so that friction and / or impacts 
with bore restrictions urge the sleeve further onto the fingers 
of the base in a self - tightening mode . 
[ 0031 ] An embodiment of a method of securing a stop 
collar to a tubular includes the steps of receiving a bore of 
a base on a tubular with a set of fingers ( comprising at least 
one finger ) extending from the base along the exterior of the 
tubular , receiving the bore of a sleeve on the tubular adjacent 
the set of fingers , and receiving the bore of the sleeve on at 
least a portion of the set of fingers in an interference - fit . The 
elasticity of the sleeve material maintains a grip on the 
portion of the set of fingers within the bore of the sleeve . 
[ 0032 ] The load capacity of a stop collar formed using the 
method disclosed herein is superior to that of conventional 
stop collars . Further , an embodiment of a stop collar 
installed on a tubular using the method disclosed herein will 
grip the tubular without marking , scratching or scoring the 
exterior of the tubular . As a result of the large grip area and 
the generally uniform grip pressure across the grip area , 

uve . 
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embodiments of stop collars disclosed herein provide excel 
lent load capacity with minimal contribution to the effective 
P . O . D . 
10033 ] The outer diameter of tubulars may vary by about 
2 % . In an alternate embodiment of the stop collar disclosed 
herein , the base may comprise a bore interrupted by a gap 
passing through a wall of the base . The gap may , in one 
embodiment , be longitudinal , e . g . , parallel to the axis of the 
bore of the base . This configuration provides a base with a 
bore that is variable within a limited range determined by the 
elasticity of the base material , and a bore that can flexibly 
accommodate tubular outer diameter . For example , the bore 
of a base may be enlarged by flexibly widening the gap to 
expand the bore to receive a tubular having an outer diam 
eter larger than a relaxed diameter of the bore of the base . As 
another example , a bore of a base may be reduced by flexibly 
closing ( e . g . , narrowing ) the gap , e . g . , to cause the base to 
fit more snugly on a portion of a tubular having an outer 
diameter smaller than the relaxed diameter of the bore of the 
base . Optionally , a clamp may be used to conform the bore 
of the base to the tubular exterior , and the clamp may also 
serve to secure the base to the tubular during the installation 
of a sleeve on the set of fingers . The presence of a gap in the 
wall of the bore of the base makes the stop collar more 
compatible with expandable tubulars because the base will 
plastically deform , by opening of the gap , as the tubular on 
which the stop collar is installed expands . The base opens at 
the gap and remains on the exterior of the expanded tubular 
instead of breaking upon expansion of the tubular and 
becoming unwanted debris in the bore . 
[ 0034 ] In another embodiment for accommodating tubular 
outer diameter , the base may comprise two or more separate 
portions , each having an arc span of a radius generally 
corresponding to the outer diameter of the tubular on which 
the stop collar is to be installed . For example , but not by way 
of limitation , two or more separate base portions may each 
comprise one or more fingers , and the two or more separate 
base portions may be positioned one generally adjacent the 
other ( s ) on the exterior of a tubular and secured in their 
positions on the tubular using a clamp . A bore of a sleeve 
may be received on the tubular adjacent the fingers extend 
ing from the adjacent base portions , and the bore of the 
sleeve may be received onto at least a portion of the fingers 
in an interference - fit to form a stop collar and to secure the 
two or more base portions one adjacent the other ( s ) . This 
embodiment of the stop collar may comprise , for example , 
two base portions having up to 180 degrees of arc span , three 
base portions having up to 120 degrees of arc span , etc . It is 
not necessary that the separate base portions have the same 
arc span , only the same approximate arc radius , and it is not 
necessary that the cumulative arc span of the base portions 
sum to 360 . 
[ 0035 ] In one embodiment , the base may have an outer 
diameter generally equal to the outer diameter of the sleeve , 
post - installation . This structure provides an embodiment of 
a stop collar having a generally uniform , flat surface across 
the interface of the base and the installed sleeve . 
[ 0036 ] An embodiment of a method of installing a stop 
collar on a tubular includes a step of providing a plurality of 
sleeves having a range of bore diameters to provide favor 
able matching of the bore of the sleeve to the diameter 
around the fingers of the base . For example , after a base is 
clamped in a position on a tubular , such as a unitary base or 
a base having two or more base portions , a sleeve may be 

selected to provide the tightest available grip on the fingers 
without being so small as to impair installation of the sleeve 
onto the fingers . 
10037 ] In another embodiment of a stop collar and method 
of installing a stop collar on a tubular , one or more of the 
fingers may be frangible to enable selective removal from 
the base . An embodiment of the stop collar having a base of 
this type is compatible for use with a sleeve having a bore 
that , but for the frangible fingers of the base , would be too 
small to be installed on the fingers without the use of 
excessive force . 
[ 0038 ] In one embodiment of the method of installing a 
stop collar on a tubular , one or more shims may be used to 
compensate for outer diameter of the tubular or to compen 
sate for a tubular diameter that may be smaller than the 
diameter of the base . For example , instead of providing a 
discontinuity through the wall of the base so that the bore of 
the base can be flexibly conformed to a tubular having an 
outer diameter smaller than the bore of the base , shims may 
be inserted between the bore of the base and the tubular , or 
between the fingers of the base and the tubular , to ensure that 
the sleeve is received on the fingers in an interference - fit and 
to ensure that the installed stop collar is firmly secured on 
the tubular . 
0039 ] In one embodiment of the method of installing a 
stop collar on a tubular , the extension of the fingers from the 
base may be increased using alternate shims with , for 
example , a detent or cavity therein to receive a finger of the 
base . Extending the fingers using shims may enable the use 
of a wider sleeve ( as measured along an axis of the bore of 
the sleeve ) which , when received onto the extended fingers , 
may increase the grip area and the resulting holding force of 
the stop collar . 
[ 0040 ] In one embodiment of a stop collar , a single finger 
may comprise a modified tubular member having a longi 
tudinal gap in the wall . The single finger may comprise an 
interior surface generally conforming to the exterior of the 
tubular on which the finger is received , and a corresponding 
exterior surface generally conforming to the bore of a sleeve 
to be received onto the single finger in an interference - fit to 
form a stop collar . The angular span of curvature of the 
single finger may be less than 360 degrees to prevent full 
closure of the gap and / or overlapping of the ends adjacent 
the gap when the sleeve is installed on the single finger in an 
interference - fit to form the stop collar . 
[ 0041 ] In one embodiment , the base comprises a fingerless 
base having a bore cooperating with a set of separated 
fingers ( comprising at least one separated finger ) that may be 
received in , on or against the fingerless base to form a base . 
In one embodiment , the set of separated fingers may be 
received in , on or against the fingerless base prior to 
receiving the sleeve onto the tubular or , in an alternate 
embodiment of the method , the fingerless base may be 
received onto the tubular adjacent the sleeve , and then the 
set of separated fingers may be disposed between the fin 
gerless base and the sleeve . In one embodiment of the 
method , the separated fingers may be connected to the base 
by , for example , welding , wedging , or by using an adhesive , 
after the set of separated fingers are positioned in , on or 
against the fingerless base . This embodiment of the stop 
collar and method may substantially reduce the cost of 
manufacturing the stop collar components without impairing 
the ease of stop collar installation or load capacity . Sepa 
rated - finger embodiments of the stop collar and method may 
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substantially reduce labor costs by eliminating the need to 
machine the base with integral fingers . As with other 
embodiments , the fingerless base may also be coupled to or 
formed integrally with a component of a downhole device 
such as , for example , a packer , a centralizer , wall scratcher 
or wiper , or some other device to be coupled to a tubular . 
[ 0042 ] In one separated - finger embodiment of the stop 
collar and method , a base may comprise a groove in a face 
of the fingerless base to receive a portion of each separated 
finger . The groove may be disposed in a face of the fingerless 
base , for example , opposite a packer face of the base . An 
embodiment of a method of assembling a stop collar using 
a set of separated fingers may include the steps of receiving 
the one or more separated fingers to a seated position within 
a groove in a face of a fingerless base , and then connecting 
the one or more fingers to the base by , for example , welding , 
wedging and end of the separated finger into the groove , or 
using an adhesive . The groove in the base may be continuous 
about its circumference , for example , to receive a single 
finger having an angular span of curvature near 360 degrees , 
or the groove may comprise strategically located dividers to 
divide the groove into a plurality of sections to receive 
and / or guide an end of a separated finger to a seated position 
within a section . 
[ 0043 ] In another separated - finger embodiment of the stop 
collar and method , the base may comprise a bore with an 
enlarged bore portion adjacent a face of the base to receive 
an end portion of the separated fingers therein to a seated 
position between a wall of the enlarged bore portion and a 
tubular on which the fingerless base is received . A related 
embodiment of the method may include the steps of receiv 
ing a bore of a fingerless base on a tubular , receiving an end 
of a set of separated fingers within the enlarged bore portion 
of the fingerless base to a seated position to form a base , and 
connecting the set of separated fingers to the fingerless base 
by , for example , welding or using an adhesive . The embodi 
ment of the fingerless base having an enlarged bore portion 
may comprise strategically located dividers to divide the 
enlarged bore portion into sections to receive and / or guide 
one or more fingers to a seated position within a section . 
[ 0044 In another separated - finger embodiment of the stop 
collar and method , the fingerless base may comprise a 
backing face disposed at an angle to the bore to engage an 
end of a set of separated fingers . The backing face may be 
perpendicular to the bore of the fingerless base or it may be 
formed at a non - perpendicular angle to the bore . In a stop 
collar to be used with an expandable packer , for example , the 
backing face on a fingerless base may be disposed opposite 
a packer face on the fingerless base . An embodiment of a 
method of installing a separated - finger embodiment of a stop 
collar may include the step of abutting ends of the set of 
separated fingers against the backing face of the fingerless 
base and connecting the set of separated fingers to the 
fingerless base by welding or by using an adhesive . 
[ 0045 ] One embodiment of a method of installing a stop 
collar may include the step of applying an uncured epoxy 
adhesive to certain components of the stop collar , for 
example , to the outer surface of a set of one or more fingers 
( which may be separated fingers ) or to the bore of the sleeve , 
and prior to receiving the bore of the sleeve onto the fingers . 
The epoxy may perform as a lubricant to facilitate installa 
tion of the sleeve onto the set of fingers in an interference - fit 
and , later , the epoxy may cure to bond the sleeve to the 
fingers and enhance the grip of the sleeve on the set of 

fingers . Alternately , or in addition , the method may include 
a step of applying an uncured epoxy to the tubular and / or to 
the interior curved surfaces of the set of fingers to promote 
bonding between the stop collar and the tubular to improve 
load capacity . 
[ 0046 ] One embodiment of a method of securing a stop 
collar to a tubular comprises providing a base ( which may 
comprise a fingerless base and separated fingers ) having a 
bore to receive a tubular so that one or more fingers extend 
from the base along the exterior of the tubular in a first 
direction , receiving the bore of a sleeve onto the tubular 
adjacent the fingers extending from the base , heating the 
sleeve to thermally expand the bore of the sleeve , receiving 
the expanded bore of the sleeve onto at least a portion of the 
fingers and heat shrinking the bore of the sleeve onto the 
fingers in an interference - fit to form a stop collar . The heat 
shrinking of the sleeve onto the fingers of the base secures 
the stop collar on the tubular without subjecting the exterior 
of the tubular to direct contact with the heated sleeve . Heat 
stored in the expanded sleeve dissipates quickly after the 
sleeve is received on the fingers of the base due to the large 
heat sink provided by the tubular and the high conductivity 
of the stop collar and tubular materials . As a result , embodi 
ments of the stop collar installed using this method may be 
secured to a tubular without hindering the metallurgical 
condition of the tubular or the performance of any coatings 
or liners on the exterior of the tubular . The added steps of 
thermally expanding the sleeve and then heat shrinking the 
sleeve onto at least a portion of the fingers may be employed 
in connection with any of the embodiments described above 
including , but not limited to , a base having two or more 
separate portions , a fingerless base cooperating with a set of 
separated fingers , and a base having two sets of fingers 
extending in opposite directions one relative to the other . 
[ 0047 ] In one embodiment of a method of installing a stop 
collar on a tubular , an installation tool may be used to 
receive the bore of the sleeve onto at least a portion of the 
set of fingers extending from a base in an interference - fit to 
form a stop collar . An embodiment of the installation tool 
may comprise two bodies straddling the base and the sleeve 
adjacent to the base . One or more drive members , such as a 
threaded bolt , screw jack , ratchet jack , and / or a fluidic ( e . g . , 
pneumatic or hydraulic ) cylinder , may be coupled interme 
diate the first body and the second body of the installation 
tool and , upon actuation of the drive member ( s ) , the first 
body and second body adduct one toward the other about the 
base and the sleeve to install the bore of the sleeve onto the 
set of fingers to form the stop collar . An installation tool may 
have a plurality of drive members angularly distributed 
around the tubular to provide an evenly distributed net force 
to each of the bodies . 
[ 0048 ] An additional advantage of some embodiments of 
the stop collar of the invention is that it may be assembled 
and installed on a tubular of any diameter , and installation 
may occur in any climate with portable equipment and 
without specialized labor . The methods of installing a stop 
collar disclosed herein may be used to assemble and install 
a stop collar on a tubular of any size and grade and at any 
location along any tubular segment of a tubular string . The 
method may be used to install a stop collar with generally 
portable equipment , and without the expense of specialized 
tools or highly - skilled labor . 
[ 0049 ] The use of the modifier “ stop ” within the term 
“ stop collar ” should not be considered as limiting the use of 
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the device to couple only stationary or fixed devices . The 
term “ sleeve , " as that term is used herein , refers to a member 
having a bore for receiving a tubular therethrough . In one 
embodiment , a sleeve may comprise two or more sleeve 
components that may be interlocked , assembled or coupled 
together to form the equivalent of a continuous structure 
about at least a portion of its bore . 
[ 0050 ] A " finger , " as that term is used herein , does not 
mean that the structure to which the term is applied is 
necessary shaped like a human finger , but instead that it 
merely extends . A “ finger , " as that term is used herein , may 
be , in one embodiment , generally flattened and radially thin , 
and may comprise an arc - shaped cross - section generally 
conforming to the exterior of the tubular on which the stop 
collar is to be coupled and / or to the interior surface of the 
bore of the sleeve to be received onto the finger to form a 
stop collar . A " finger " may be , in one embodiment , of 
uniform width and / or radial thickness along the length of its 
extension , or the width and / or radial thickness may vary 
along its length . A slot intermediate two adjacent fingers 
extending from a common first portion may be uniform or 
varied along its length , and a slot may or may not be aligned 
with the longitudinal axis of the tubular on which the stop 
collar is to be installed . In one embodiment , the fingers 
and / or slots there between may be spiral and / or helical in 
shape . 
10051 ] FIG . 1 is a perspective view of a tube illustrating 
the cuts for making an extendable collar 8 for use in making 
one embodiment of the centralizer of the present invention . 
The tube is cut along a pattern by a laser device 60 to form 
the extendable collar 8 . The laser beam contains sufficient 
energy to cut through the wall of the tube without signifi 
cantly cutting or affecting the opposing diameter wall when 
the laser beam penetrates the targeted wall . The first portion 
of the segment of the tube being cut in FIG . 1 will form the 
stop collar 10 and the second portion of the segment of the 
tube will form the moving collar 11 of the centralizer . A 
variety of lasers capable of cutting metal tubulars are known 
in the art , and an in - depth discussion of lasers is therefore 
not warranted herein . As an overview , any suitable type of 
laser may be used to cut through the wall of a tube according 
to the present invention . The resulting cut is clean , square 
and generally distortion - free . Most laser cutting requires 
short setup times and requires little or no finishing . The 
strategic removal of a material coupon from the wall of the 
tube forms an extendable coupling from a single tube . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 1 also shows a embodiment of a base 12 ( e . g . , 
tubular base ) that may be used to form one embodiment of 
the stop collar 10 , where the base 12 has a bore to receive 
a tubular ( such as casing ) and a set of fingers 16 extending 
from the base 12 . The depicted fingers 16 of the base 12 
extend in a first direction along the exterior of the tubular 
( See exterior 88A of the tubular 88 in FIG . 3 ) , and the 
depicted fingers 16 are angularly distributed about the base 
12 and separated by a plurality of slots 17 . Base 12 may 
comprise a gap 15 to allow variation of the diameter of the 
bore of the base 12 , e . g . , by elastic deformation of the base 
12 to close or open the gap 15 . Base 12 may comprise a stop 
wall 13 to limit the extent to which a sleeve may be received 
onto the fingers 16 . Fingers 16 may be coextensive , e . g . , in 
equal axial length of extension from the base 12 . Fingers 16 
may comprise a taper ( not shown ) along their length or along 
a portion the length of extension from the base 12 , and / or the 
fingers 16 may comprise a bevel 19 to engage and guide a 

sleeve ( not shown — see sleeve 32 in FIG . 4 ) to a received 
position around the fingers 16 . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 2 is a perspective view of one end of a 
centralizer including the extendable collar 8 of FIG . 1 
secured to a plurality of bow springs 5 . The plurality of bow 
springs 5 may each be separately formed , such as in a bowed 
configuration . The ends 5A of each bow spring 5 is secured , 
such as by welding , in the recess 7 in the end of the movable 
collar 11 . 
[ 0054 ) FIG . 3 is a perspective view of the one end of the 
centralizer of FIG . 2 , where the centralizer is received on a 
casing section 88 in preparation for securing a stop collar 10 
of the extendable collar 8 to the casing . The bore of a sleeve 
32 is received onto the casing 88 and an optional clamp 20 
is applied to secure the base 12 in a position on the casing 
88 . A bore of a sleeve 32 received onto the tubular 8 is 
shown positioned adjacent the fingers 16 extending from the 
base 12 . The clamp 20 comprises a fastener 29 having a head 
22A adapted for being engaged and turned by a tool ( not 
shown ) and a nut 26 threadably received on a shaft 22B , 
although other types of clamps or similar devices may be 
used without departing from the spirit of the invention . 
Depicted retainer channels 27 and 28 receive the shaft 22B 
so that the clamp 20 may be opened or closed by rotation of 
the head 22 of the fastener 29 using a tool ( not shown ) . In 
one embodiment , once the clamp 20 is applied to secure the 
base 12 in position on the tubular 8 as shown in FIG . 3 , the 
sleeve 32 may be received onto the fingers 16 . 
[ 0055 ] Clamping of the base 12 is optional , and the base 
12 may , in lieu of or in addition to the application of a clamp , 
be secured in position on the casing 88 by , for example , but 
not by way of limitation , elastically expanding the base 12 
by enlarging the gap 15 and then positioning the expanded 
base 12 on the tubular 8 so that it will grip the casing 88 
upon release from the expanded condition . Additionally or 
alternately , a sleeve hammer , e . g . , one of substantial mass , 
may be disposed on the casing 88 adjacent the base 12 to 
back - up the base 12 and restrict movement of the base 12 
along the casing 88 and away from the sleeve 32 . Other 
methods of and structures for limiting or preventing move 
ment of the base 12 along the casing 88 may be used , and 
are within the scope of the appended claims . A sleeve 
hammer may be used to strike end 38 of the sleeve 32 to 
drive the sleeve 32 onto the fingers 16 to install the stop 
collar . Alternately , a machine , for example , but not by way 
of limitation , an installation tool may be used to dispose the 
sleeve 32 onto the fingers 16 extending from the base 12 
while also applying a generally equal and opposite reaction 
force to the base 12 . The relative diameters of the sleeve and 
the one or more fingers form an interference fit with the 
surface 88A of the casing 88 to secure the stop collar 10 in 
position . 
100561 . FIG . 3 also shows the extendable collar 8 of the 
centralizer in the retracted position . It is clear that the 
removal of a generally larger coupon of material from the 
region 24 of the wall of the tube used to make the expand 
able collar 8 and to form the chamber will minimize the 
potential for an accumulation of debris clogging or other 
wise preventing full retraction of the extendable collar 8 . 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 4 is a perspective view of the one end of the 
centralizer of FIG . 3 with the stop collar 10 secured to the 
casing 88 using the sleeve 32 . The moving collar 11 of the 
extendable collar 8 is in an extended position , and the 
plurality of bow springs 5 are radially outwardly deployed . 
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As the centralizer moves through a bore hole , the moving 
collar 11 is able to retract back to the position shown in FIG . 
3 . The stop collar 10 is formed by receiving the bore of the 
sleeve 32 onto the fingers 16 ( not shown in FIG . 4 see FIG . 
3 ) extending from the base 12 . Using a tool , such as a sleeve 
hammer , an installation tool or other implement , the sleeve 
32 is moved from the position shown in FIG . 3 onto the 
fingers 16 in an interference - fit . The sleeve 32 may be 
guided into a position on the fingers 16 by an optional bevel 
19 ( e . g . , FIG . 3 ) . Stop collar 10 may securely grip the casing 
88 with the sleeve 32 received on only a portion of the 
fingers 16 , or the sleeve 32 may be received along the full 
extension of the fingers 16 to an abutting position with the 
stop wall 13 as shown in FIG . 4 . 
[ 0058 ] Optionally , as illustrated in the embodiment of the 
stop collar 10 in FIG . 3 ( pre - assembly ) and FIG . 4 ( post 
assembly ) , the width of the sleeve 32 may be greater , in a 
direction along the axis of the casing 88 , than the length of 
extension of the fingers 16 from the base 12 . In this 
configuration , the fingers 16 ( concealed by the sleeve 32 in 
FIG . 4 ) do not extend along the casing 88 the full width of 
the bore of the installed sleeve 32 , and a portion of the sleeve 
32 received onto the fingers 16 may elastically expand to an 
outer diameter greater than an adjacent portion of the sleeve 
32 that lies beyond the extension of the fingers 16 . This may 
result in a transition ridge 36 at which the sleeve 32 begins 
to taper , as shown in FIG . 4 , imparting a “ bullet - nosed ” or 
tapered portion 39 adjacent an end 38 of the assembled stop 
collar 10 . The optional taper may facilitate movement of the 
stop collar during through restrictions . In one embodiment 
of a method of installing a stop collar , the sleeve 32 may be 
disposed toward a leading end of a tubular ( e . g . , an end of 
the tubular to be first inserted into a bore hole ) to cause 
friction on and impacts to the sleeve 32 to urge the sleeve 32 
toward an installed configuration on the fingers 16 . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 4 also shows the interlocking interrelationship 
of the heads 112 and 122 of the stop collar 10 and the 
moving collar 20 , respectively . The stop collar 10 includes 
heads 122 and the extensions 16 and the moving collar 11 
includes the heads 112 and the extensions 26 . The extended 
position of the extendable collar 8 shown is FIG . 4 is the 
configuration of the extendable collars in a centralizer of the 
present invention when the bow springs 5 are deployed to 
pull the moving collars 11 inwardly toward the center of the 
centralizer 6 , as shown in FIG . 7 . Alternately , the extended 
position of the extendable collar 8 shown is FIG . 8 is the 
configuration of the leading extendable collar in a centralizer 
6 of the present invention when the centralizer 6 is being 
drawn through a borehole restriction or past a borehole 
protrusion that presents an obstacle for the bow springs to 
pass in their deployed condition . An extendable collar will 
generally be a leading collar if it is the bottom extendable 
collar of the centralizer 6 being lowered into a borehole on 
a casing or , if it is the trailing collar , if it is the top extendable 
collar of the centralizer 6 being pulled upwardly toward the 
surface through a borehole restriction or past a interior wall 
of the borehole protrusion that presents an obstacle for the 
bow springs to pass in their deployed condition . 
100601 FIG . 5 is a cross - sectional side elevation view of 
the one end of the centralizer of FIG . 3 taken along section 
line 5 - 5 , where the centralizer is received on a casing section 
88 in preparation for securing a stop collar of the extendable 
collar to the casing . This view of the base member 12 , the 
sleeve 32 and the casing 88 of FIG . 3 shows the relative 

thicknesses and diameters of the base 12 , the fingers 16 
extending from the base 12 , the sleeve 32 and the wall 88A 
of the casing 88 . The clamp 20 ( see FIG . 3 ) is omitted from 
the section view of FIG . 6 to better illustrate the relative 
thicknesses of the components of the illustrated embodiment 
of the stop collar . FIG . 5 illustrates the clearance between the 
sleeve 32 and the exterior 88A of the casing 88 to receive the 
fingers 16 there within and an optional interior bevel 33 on 
an end 34 of the sleeve 32 . The interior bevel 33 on the end 
34 may , in one embodiment of the method of installing a 
stop collar , be disposed to interact with the optional exterior 
bevel 19 on the fingers 16 to guide the sleeve 32 to a 
received position around the fingers 16 as shown in FIG . 6 . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 6 is a cross - section side elevation view of the 
one end of the centralizer of FIG . 4 taken along section line 
6 - 6 , with the stop collar 10 secured to the casing 88 using the 
sleeve 32 . The assembled stop collar 10 comprises the base 
12 , the sleeve 32 and the fingers 16 extending from the base 
12 and captured between the sleeve 32 and the exterior 8A 
of the casing 88 . FIG . 6 also illustrates the tapered portion 
39 of the depicted sleeve 32 between the transition ridge 36 
and the end 38 of the sleeve 32 . In other embodiments , the 
fingers 16 may extend a length equal to the width of the 
sleeve 32 or beyond the width of the sleeve 32 , thereby 
producing no tapered portion 39 . 
[ 0062 ] Dimensions of the various components and struc 
tures may vary , and these may be optimized according to the 
specific application and the specific materials employed . In 
one embodiment , for example , and not by way of limitation , 
for a stop collar 10 to be installed on a casing 88 having a 
P . O . D . of 20 . 3 cm ( 8 . 0 inches ) , the sleeve 32 may comprise 
a bore of 20 . 45 cm ( 8 . 05 inches ) , an axial width of 5 . 1 cm 
( 2 . 0 inches ) and a radial thickness of 0 . 35 cm ( 0 . 14 inches ) , 
as may be shown in FIG . 5 . The base 12 to be used with the 
sleeve 32 may comprise a base 12 having a bore of 20 . 45 cm 
( 8 . 05 inches ) and a width of 2 . 54 cm ( 1 . 00 inch ) from which 
a plurality of fingers 16 extend a distance of 3 . 81 cm ( 1 . 50 
inches ) in a first direction , for example , as shown in FIG . 5 . 
The radial thickness of the fingers 16 may be 0 . 13 cm ( 0 . 05 
inches ) , and the width of the slots 17 intermediate the fingers 
16 may be 0 . 645 cm ( 0 . 250 inch ) . These are merely 
examples of dimensions in one specific embodiment of an 
interference - fit stop collar , and should not be limiting of the 
dimensions and structures that may be within the appended 
claims . The number of fingers that may be disposed on the 
base 12 may also vary , and that the number of fingers 16 
extending from the base 12 illustrated in the appended 
drawings is merely an example , and should not be deemed 
as limiting . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 7 is a side elevation view of the centralizer 6 
secured to the casing 88 at both ends in accordance with 
FIGS . 4 and 6 with the bow springs 5 of the centralizer in 
a radially outwardly deployed position for centering the 
centralizer within a bore hole ( not shown ) . Although the 
centralizer 6 is shown having an extendable collar at both 
ends , one of the extendable collars may be substituted with 
a collar of another type . For example , a simple sliding collar 
may be used in combination with a simple stop collar , such 
as a stop collar securable to the casing 88 in a number of 
ways , including the use of set screws which tighten to grip 
the casing 70 within the stop collar 10 , by use of epoxy 
adhesive being applied and cured in epoxy retaining aper 
tures . This later method of securing a centralizer to a casing 
is described in more detail in a patent application filed on 
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Jun . 28 , 2006 and assigned U . S . Ser . No . 11 / 427 , 251 , and is 
incorporated by reference into this disclosure . 
[ 0064 ] The bow springs 5 are shown in their radially 
outwardly deployed configuration to provide stand - off from 
an interior wall of the borehole during installation of the 
casing 88 into a borehole . Each of the upper and lower 
extendable collars 8 are shown in the extended configuration 
as the deployed bow springs 5 pull the moving collars 20 
toward the center portion of the centralizer 6 and away from 
the stop collars 10 that are secured to the exterior of the 
casing 88 . 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 8 is a side elevation view of the centralizer 6 
secured to the casing 88 at both ends as in FIG . 7 , but with 
the bow springs 5 of the centralizer 6 collapsed to lie along 
a portion of the exterior of the casing 88 and one of the 
extendable collars 8 retracted to receive a portion of the arc 
length surrendered by the bow springs upon collapse . When 
the casing 88 is being run down hole through the bore hole , 
the extendable collar that retracts will generally be the upper 
extendable collar . The configuration shown is that which the 
centralizer 6 is likely to exhibit when the casing 88 is 
installed into a borehole and the centralizer 6 encounters a 
borehole restriction through which the centralizer 6 must 
pass . The configuration of the centralizer 6 shown in FIG . 8 
results from the casing 88 being lowered in the direction of 
the arrow 99 into a borehole with the left - most extendable 
collar 8 shown in FIG . 8 being the leading collar and the 
right - most extendable collar 8 being the trailing collar . As 
the bow springs 5 encounter borehole restrictions or protru 
sions from the interior wall of the borehole that require the 
bow springs 5 to collapse inwardly toward the casing 88 , the 
resistance of the bow springs 5 to collapse causes the leading 
extendable collar 8 to be extended . As the bow springs are 
further collapsed to their configuration shown in FIG . 8 , at 
least a portion of the arc length of the deployed bow springs 
5 ( see FIG . 7 ) is surrendered and absorbed by retraction of 
the trailing extendable collar 8 , which is shown in the 
retracted configuration in FIG . 8 . The trailing or upper 
extendable collar 8 in FIG . 8 is shown to be fully retracted , 
that is , there is no capacity of the trailing extendable collar 
to be further retracted . It is preferred that the extendable 
collar be structured with excessively sized chambers ( see 
element 24 in FIG . 6 ) so that an accumulation of dirt or 
debris within the chamber during installation of the casing 
70 in a borehole would not prevent movement of the head 
( see element 112 of FIG . 6 ) into the chamber 24 that would 
prevent the bow springs 5 of the centralizer 6 from fully 
collapsing to pass through a borehole restriction . 
100661 . FIG . 9 is a cross - sectional side view of an alternate 
embodiment of a extendable collar 8 ' having a stop collar 
base 12 ' for receiving and positioning a plurality of separate 
fingers 16 ' along the surface of the casing 88 . The separate 
fingers 16 ' are not integrally formed with the base 12 ' and 
may be individually manufactured using inexpensive mate 
rials and processes . In particular , the use of separate fingers 
16 ' avoids the need to machine 
[ 0067 ] A method of securing a stop collar on a tubular 
includes , in a first step , illustrated by FIG . 9 , a stop collar 
having a fingerless base 14 is received on the casing 88 . In 
a second step , a sleeve 32 is received on the casing 88 
adjacent an enlarged bore portion 14A of the fingerless base 
14 . In a third step , a set of ( one or more ) separated fingers 
16A are moved radially inwardly from a removed position to 

a position intermediate the sleeve 32 and the enlarged bore 
portion 14A of the fingerless base 14 , as indicated by the 
arrows 17 . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 10 is a cross - sectional side view of the extend 
able collar 8 ' of FIG . 9 illustrating a fourth step in which the 
set of separated fingers 16A are received into the enlarged 
bore portion 14A of the fingerless base 14 to form a base 12 
10069 ) FIG . 11 is a cross - sectional side view of the extend 
able collar 8 ' of FIG . 10 illustrating a fifth step in which the 
sleeve 32 is received onto the fingers 16A of the base 14 to 
form a stop collar 10 to limit or prevent movement of the 
centralizer 6 . The method illustrated in FIGS . 9 - 11 enables 
efficient storage , packing and shipment of stop collar com 
ponents , and the stop collar may be assembled using a 
varying number of separated fingers which may be removed , 
arranged and / or easily repositioned within the enlarged bore 
portion to accommodate tubular outer diameter . 
10070 ] The terms " comprising , " " including , ” and “ hav 
ing , " as used in the claims and specification herein , shall be 
considered as indicating an open group that may include 
other elements not specified . The terms “ a , " " an , " and the 
singular forms of words shall be taken to include the plural 
form of the same words , such that the terms mean that one 
or more of something is provided . The term " one ” or 
“ single ” may be used to indicate that one and only one of 
something is intended . Similarly , other specific integer val 
ues , such as “ two , ” may be used when a specific number of 
things is intended . The terms “ preferably , " " preferred , " 
" prefer , " " optionally , " " may , ” and similar terms are used to 
indicate that an item , condition or step being referred to is 
an optional ( not required ) feature of the invention . 
[ 0071 ] While the invention has been described with 
respect to a limited number of embodiments , those skilled in 
the art , having benefit of this disclosure , will appreciate that 
other embodiments can be devised which do not depart from 
the scope of the invention as disclosed herein . Accordingly , 
the scope of the invention should be limited only by the 
attached claims . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A method of securing a bow spring centralizer to a 

casing , comprising : 
forming a first extendable collar from a tube by laser 

cutting the tube into a first interlocking tubular member 
and a second interlocking tubular member and by 
removing portions of the tube wall along the interlock 
ing interface to form a first stop collar that is rotatably 
locked to , but slidably interlocked with , a first moving 
collar ; 

securing a first end of a plurality of bow springs to the 
moving collar and a second end of the plurality of bow 
springs to an end collar , wherein a bore of the first 
extendable collar and a bore of the end collar are 
generally aligned for receiving a casing ; and 

receiving a bore of the stop collar on the casing , wherein 
the stop collar has a set of one or more fingers extend 
ing in a first direction along the surface of the casing ; 

receiving a bore of a sleeve on the casing adjacent the set 
of fingers ; 

receiving the bore of the sleeve onto the set of fingers in 
an interference - fit to install the stop collar on the 
tubular . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the stop collar com 
prises a gap in the bore to provide flexible variance of the 
bore . 
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3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the laser is used to cut 
an interlocking pattern in the wall of the tube and to cut and 
remove coupons of material from the wall of the tube to 
form a plurality of heads secured to a first generally tubular 
portion of the extendable collar that are slidably captured 
within chambers cut into the second generally tubular por 
tion of the extendable collar . 

4 . The method of claim 3 wherein the first generally 
tubular portion of the extendable collar is the moving collar , 
and the second generally tubular portion of the extendable 
collar is the stop collar . 

5 . The method of claim 3 wherein the first generally 
tubular portion of the extendable collar is the stop collar , and 
the second generally tubular portion of the extendable collar 
is the moving collar . 

6 . The method of claim 3 wherein the head is of a 
generally rectangular wherein the heads form a portion of 
the boundaries of the chambers . 

7 . The method of claim 3 wherein the heads , when 
projected onto a plane , are of a shape selected from gener 
ally rectangular , generally arrow - shaped and generally bul 
bous . 

8 . The method of claim 2 , wherein each head of the first 
tubular member is integral with an axial extension from the 
first tubular member , and each head on the second tubular 
member is integral with an axial extension from the second 
tubular member . 

9 . The method of claim 8 , wherein with each extension is 
slidably received within a corresponding channel , wherein 
the circumferential width of each extension and the circum 
ferential width of each channel are less than the circumfer 
ential width of the head in order to slidably capture the head 
within the chamber . 

10 . The method of claim 1 wherein the set of fingers 
comprise a taper along their extension from the base . 

11 . A centralizer , comprising : 
a plurality of bow springs , each having a first end coupled 

to a first moving collar and a second end coupled to the 
second moving collar , the bow Springs collectively 
flexible to vary the distance between the first and 
second moving collars ; 

the first stop collar securable to a casing and rotatably 
locked with but slidably coupled to the first moving 
collar ; and 

the second stop collar securable to the casing and rotat 
ably locked with but slidably coupled to the second 
moving collar , wherein the first stop collar and the first 
moving collar form a first extendable collar and the 
second stop collar and the second moving collar form 
a second extendable collar extendable collar ; and 
wherein each of the first and second extendable collars 
have a range of axial movement between a retracted 
position and an extended position . 

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the stop collar 
comprises a gap in the bore to provide flexible variance of 
the bore . 

13 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the extendable collar 
includes a plurality of heads secured to a first generally 
tubular portion of the extendable collar , wherein the plural 
ity of heads are slidably captured within chambers cut into 
a second generally tubular portion of the extendable collar . 

14 . The method of claim 13 wherein the first generally 
tubular portion of the extendable collar is the moving collar , 
and the second generally tubular portion of the extendable 
collar is the stop collar . 

15 . The method of claim 13 wherein the first generally 
tubular portion of the extendable collar is the stop collar , and 
the second generally tubular portion of the extendable collar 
is the moving collar . 

16 . The method of claim 13 wherein the head is of a 
generally rectangular wherein the heads form a portion of 
the boundaries of the chambers . 

17 . The method of claim 13 wherein the heads , when 
projected onto a plane , are of a shape selected from gener 
ally rectangular , generally arrow - shaped and generally bul 
bous . 

18 . The method of claim 13 , wherein each head of the first 
tubular member is integral with an axial extension from the 
first tubular member , and each head on the second tubular 
member is integral with an axial extension from the second 
tubular member . 

19 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the set of fingers 
comprise a taper along their extension from the base . 

20 . The method of claim 11 further comprising : 
heating the sleeve to thermally expand the bore of the 

sleeve ; and 
dissipating heat stored in the sleeve by receiving the 

sleeve onto the set of fingers . 
21 . The method of claim 11 further comprising : 
applying an adhesive to the set of fingers to promote 

bonding of the sleeve to the set of fingers . 
22 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the stop collar has 

a fingerless base and is securable by : 
receiving the bore of the fingerless base onto the casing ; 
receiving a bore of a sleeve onto the casing adjacent the 

fingerless base ; 
positioning a set of one or more separated fingers inter 
mediate the sleeve and the fingerless base ; 

engaging the fingerless base with at least a portion of the 
set of separated fingers to form a base ; and 

receiving the bore of the sleeve axially onto at least a 
portion of the set of fingers of the base in an interfer 
ence - fit . 

23 . The method of claim 22 further comprising : 
connecting at least one of the separated fingers to the 

fingerless base . 
24 . The method of claim 23 wherein the connecting step 

comprises at least one of welding the separated finger to the 
fingerless base , wedging the finger into engagement with the 
fingerless base , and adhesively coupling the separating 
finger to the fingerless base . 

25 . The method of claim 22 wherein the fingerless base 
comprises at least one of a groove in a face to receive an end 
of the set separated fingers , an enlarged bore portion within 
the bore of the fingerless base to receive an end of the set of 
separated fingers , and a backing face to engage an end of the 
set of separated fingers . 

26 . The method of claim 22 wherein the separated fingers 
comprise an end having an exterior bevel to guide the sleeve 
around the set of separated fingers . 

27 . The method of claim 22 further comprising : 
using a sleeve hammer to install the sleeve around the 

separated fingers . 
28 . The method of claim 22 wherein a width of the sleeve 

exceeds a length of the set of separated fingers . 
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29 . The method of claim 22 comprising : 
providing a second set of one or more separated fingers ; 
engaging the fingerless base with at least a portion of the 
second set of separated fingers ; 

receiving a bore of a second sleeve onto the tubular 
adjacent the second set of separated fingers ; and 

receiving the bore of the second sleeve onto the second set 
of fingers in an interference - fit . 

* * * * * 


